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be noted in order to place this paper within the context of possible

plantation-slave system. I am not concerned with the often
polemical issues surrounding definitions of peasants, but rather
with showing that the plantation-slave system itself provided the
context for the growth of the essential features by which any
peasantry is characterized, e.g. simple technologies, limited
capital, small land units, production of foodstuffs for household
consumption and, most importantly, sale within a market economy;
and, in addition, the production of items specifically designed for
market exchange and not necessarily for household consumption

approaches.
roach involves the investigation of the social and
One app
cultural life of the slave population of a particular territory and a
description of that population in terms of various ethnographic
categories yielded by the sources. Only Orlando Patterson's study
of Jamaican slave life2 and my own, as yet unfinished, work on
Barbados,3 have followed this, approach. Such studies can serve as
Emancipation creole
a base-line for comparing and analysing postpatterns as well as for a firmer empirical investigation of the
manner and extent to which African traditions played a role in the
development of West Indian creole cultures.
A second approach, which is followed in this paper and which,
it seems to me, complements the first, involves the selection of
particular behavioural or cultural complexes (or traits) and an
examination of these during the slave period. In the recent West
Indies ethnohistorical literature, this approach is perhaps best
exemplified in the study by Sidney Mintz and Douglas Hall of
has
the Jamaican internal marketing system, 4 a study which
largely
5
influenced the orientation of this paper. Richard Price,
utilizing data from the French Lesser Antilles, has described--thedevelopment of Caribbean small-scale fishermen and their technology from the roots in the slave period; and, on a more modest
bados
scale, I have traced a modern-ottage-pnt Industry in Bar
from its origin in the plantation-slave system and early sugar
technology.6
Here, by examining the history of one export
crop,
P
p- I seek to
illustrate and suggest how some fundamental characteristics of
West Indian peasants, and other categories of contemporary smallscale agriculturalists, were established within the context of the
2 The Sociology of Slavery (London, 1967).
Described in J. S. Handler, `African Immigrants and Their Descen3dents in Barbados: The Social and Cultural Life of a West Indies Slave
the American Philosophical Society,
Population, 1 640-1834', Yearbook of
384-6.
1969 (Philadelphia, I97o) PP
System, Yale University
Marketing Sy
4 The Origins of the Jamaican Internal 7,
1960,
pp.
3-26.
Publications in Anthropology, no. 5
American
5 `Caribbean Fishing and Fishermen: A Historical Sketch',
Anthropologist, vol. 68, 1966, pp. 1363-83•
Journal of
s 'A Historical Sketch of Pottery Manufacture in Barbados',
pp. 129-53;
the Barbados Museum and Historical Society, vol. 30, 1963,Southwestern
see also Handler, `Pottery Making in Rural Barbados',
314-34•
Journal of Anthropology, vol. 19, 1963, pp.
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per se.

Mintz has referred to West Indian slave producers of subsistence and trade goods as 'proto-peasants', and has placed great
emphasis on their production of food and the sale of food surpluses
on local markets;' to this must be added commodities such as
arrowroot starch which were not primarily subsistence items, but
were produced specifically for the cash or exchange value they had
in the market. Although this issue will be developed further in
this paper, it can be noted here that there appears to have been
more than a `tenuous link' s between the slave small-scale agriculturalist and the free peasant who emerged after 1838.
II SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF ARROWROOT

--

West Indian arrowroot (Maranta arundinacea) is a perennial
tropical plant, growing to a height of from three to five feet, which
is today largely cultivated for the high grade starch yielded by its
rhizomes. 9 The plant, which is generally ratooned for a few years,
is -easily propagated bycuttings from the rhizomes or young offshoots; one crop per year is harvested, nine to twelve months after
planting, and maximum starch yields are usually obtained when
the plants are about a year old.'° Compared with other tropical
7 `The Question of Caribbean Peasantries: A Comment', Caribbean

Studies, vol. i, 1961, p. 34.

8 W. K. Marshall, `Peasant Development in the West Indies Since a 838',
Social and Economic Studies, vol. 17, 1968, p. 252.

9 Botanical descriptions are given in W. D. Raymond and J. Squires,
`Sources of Starch in Colonial Territories: ii: Arrowroot', Tropical
Science, vol. 1, 1 959, PP. 182-92; and R. Bentley and H. Trimen,
Medicinal Plants (London, i88o).
10 19th century production techniques are described in the Appendix to
this paper. The zoth century industry in St Vincent is discussed by A.
Bolt, `Monopoly Island', World Crops, vol. 14, 1962, pp. 386-8; A. P.
Connell, `The World's Finest Arrowroot in St Vincent', Canada-West
Indies Magazine, vol. 44, 1 954, PP. 3-5; J. H. Kempton, `Our Arrowroot
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quantities of clean fresh water are also essential in the manufacture
of the starch "? -and the abundance of such supplies
pp mayy well
largely explain why arrowroot has for over a century played such
an important role in the economy of St Vincent.'$
Today the island `is the only serious producer of arrowroot in
the world'19 and it has been the West Indies' leading producer
and exporter of starch for many years. But, as will be shown below, this has not always been the case, and historically, arrowroot
was an export commodity of most West Indian islands.

starches, arrowroot produces a low yield, 1I but the starch
has a high maximum viscosity and yields a very smooth jelly or paste
[which] is of particular value for infant foods, puddings anddietetic
purposes. It forms an ingredient of arrowroot biscuits, although the
amount may be very small in some brands. Other uses are as a face
powder base and for certain types of glue. l2

The starch can also be used as a thickener for soups, sauces, etc.,
as an ice --cream mix, and in the manufacture of ice cream
cones ;13 in fact, arrowroot exports from St Vincent to the United
States increased considerably in the early 193os `due to new uses
being found for the product by bakers and confectioners.'14
The arrowroot plant is relatively hardy. It `is fairly free from
the crippling pests and diseases that are the scourge of many
tropical crops.' i5 Although it thrives best under conditions of
relatively heavy rainfall, on loose and sandy soils, and on flat
lands, it can be grown on clayey soils, irregular topography and
Indian
eroded lands16—the kinds of lands, in sum, to which West
small-scale agriculturalists have been ' traditionally and largely
relegated. Regardless of soil and topographical conditions `large
Comes from the Windward Islands', Foreign Agriculture, vol. 1 9 , 1955,
of Working
pp. 167-8; Raymond and Squires; W. N. Sands, `Method
West
under
the
Land
Settlement
Scheme,
St
Vincent',
Small Holdings
-34;
F.
Walker,
`Economic
Progress
14,
1914,
PP
28
.
Indian
dian
-ent, Bsh
, Eeenewri Ge©g p1 y,
riti West Indies; sinceBritish
of St Vincent,
Arrowroot', Tropical
Vincent
`St
Vinc
Wright,
217-34; G.
vol. 13, 1937,

K
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Maranta arundinacea apparently originated in tropical South

€
I

s

•
-

pp.

Agriculture, vol. 5, 1928, pp. ,6z-6.

Production on small holdings in Barbados in the 193os and early
is discussed in J. S. Handler, `The History of Arrowroot Production in Barbados and the Chalky Mount Arrowroot Growers' AssociaJournal of the
tion: A Peasant Marketing Experiment that Failed',
and
Barbados Museum and Historical Society, vol. 31, 1965, pp. 131-52;
Village,
Land Exploitative Activities and Economic Patterns in a Barbados
unpublished PhD thesis for Brandeis University, 1964, PP. 219-28•

(New York, 195 2),
C. O. Sauer, Agricultural Origins and Dispersals
Wurzburg,
`Root
Starches
other
than
those
of White and
p. 47; O. B.
Economic
Botany,
vol.
6,
1952,
p.
215.
Sweet Potato',
12 Raymond and Squires, p. ,88•
The Caribbean, vol. 9,
13 Anon., `St Vincent's New Arrowroot Factory',
195 6, p. 174•
14 F. Walker, p. 2z6.
is J Spector, `Some Important Cash Crops in the Windward Islands',
1.
7 see also Kempton, .p.68
West Indies Chronicle, vol. 84, 1969, p. 18;
is See, for example, Connell, p. 3; Handler, 'The History of Arrowroot
Raymond and Squires, pp. 182-3; Sands; Spector, p.
pp. 133-4;
Wright,
p. i6z.
178; G.
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America from whence it was transported to the West Indies by
pre-Columbian populations.2° `It isnow widespread', Sturtevant
writes, `in cultivation throughout the tropics of both hemispheres.
However, although many tribes of the South American tropical
forest have cultivated it in recent times as a food plant, the history
of its domestication has not yet been investigated and we cannot
be sure that it was _cultivated anywhere by pre-Columbian
populations.'21 Although arrowroot has been reported as being
used by the Taino of the Greater Antilles 22 Sturtevant denies that
it was ever cultivated by them and questions whether it was used
at all. Wild varieties of arrowroot are' known^ 4 and have been
used by Amerindian populations in South America. 25 It is difficult
Raymond
and Squires,
y
quires, p. 183; see also Kempton, p. 167 and Connell,

!
g

P• 4.
18 Raymond and Squires, p. 186.

€
s

20 P.M. Zukovskij, Cultivated Plants and their Wild Relatives,

i
`

'

'9 Spector, p. 178.
abridged
translation by P. S. Hudson (Commonwealth Agriculture Bureau
England),
g
'
P. I2.
21 Sturtevant, p. 184.
22 I. Rouse, `The Arawak, in J. Steward (ed.), Handbook of South
American Indians (Washington, D.C., 1948), vol. 4, P 523; C. O. Sauer,
.
The Early Spanish Main (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1966), P
. 54.
23 Op. cit., p. 184.
24 L. H. Bailey, Standard Cyclopedia of Horticulture (New York, 1922),
p. 1995; H. A. Nicholls and J. H. Holland, AText-Book of Tropical
Agriculture
((London, I 929), P. 435.
g
25 E.g. J. Gillin, `The Barama River Caribs of British Guiana', Papers
of the Peabody Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnology, vol. 14,
1936, PP 2I-2.
-- _.
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use among the Island Caribs is illustrated in a letter written in
to say whether Island Caribs ever used wild arrowroot although
2673 by Peter Colleton, 32 a Barbados planter:
modern Carib informants reported its presence in Dominica in
[It] is the root which cures the wounds made by the Indians' poisoned
later pre-Columbian migrations, the plant may have been carried
arrows,
which was first discovered by Major Walker a kinsman of
into the West Indies by Caribs, who, in Dominica, to recent times
mine..
an
important
economic
plant
jandl
it
is
apparent
ow being A sea, and having none of this root gave himself overhfor
considered it as `
1
that the species has been cultivated by them for a long period on
dead, and his hand swelled extremely. Major Walker being with him,
found amongst his things a small piece of the root, at the sight of which
1
the b orig .'2fi , the plant may have been used in a manner
nner similar
the
Indian rejoiced extremely, and chewing and applying some of it to
p
Aboriginally,
the
wound,
and swallowing another part put a stop to the swelling, and
other root crops by being oil
boiled or baked orwhen
mixed he
with
other
came on shore being brought to a garden where Walker had
The
to
'pepper-pot'.
foods in the preparation of the wide-spreadk
formerly planted
verysome,
short by
time. fresh juice of that root quite cured his
extraction of starch from the root is, relatively speaking, a more
thumb np a
recent innovation, perhapsultimately deriving, as Sturtevant
In the i7th century, while Island Caribs were still somewhat of
e
suggests, from manioc preparation techniques.27 arrowroot as a
a
force
to be reckoned with in inter-European struggles over
use
Carib s hhave used
Dominican
omi
island territories, arrowroot was commonly accepted by Europeans
I this centur y , D
In
preferred food for young children and nursing infants, and one
:
as being the standard antidote in the treatment of wounds caused
of the arrowroot varieties they employ `is considered )specially
'
by
the Indians manchineel-poisoned arrows. This is specifically
prepared
properly
it
'is
said
r o
28
illustrated in a description of a Carib raid upon the English
eefficacious as a powerful. ` . . charm';
This usage may
to confer on the user power over other people .
have some antiquity as does the
aylor
poultice w
for dead. To those in the house they pretended ...they came in
infected wounds' and add that such a poultice was used earlier as
friendship and demanded drink, which was given them through a
poison
arrows.a
I
by
p
d
cause
Window, and one of those within told them `if you come in friendship
woun
wounds
t
h
e
on
me
a medicament
I,'1th
go and expel the poison '°`them
of
arrows you have shot at the man
This latter usage was often reported_bye
without
and
cure
him.'
But
instead of applying the juice of the Indian
century,30 and is the basis for the most common explanations given
arrow root to him, one of them who spoke good English ... staved
' s i '7 th century
o its Engli sh name. 31 Arrowroot
as to the origin of
k

y of the Island Caribs
and D. Taylor, `The Ethnobotan

=

derivation (rejected by him) from an Arawak word. Some additional
information, not discussed, or left ambiguous by Sturtevant, can be
considered here. The earliest English reference to the word arrowroot
that I could find dates from 1681 (Stapleton, see quote below) and by the
26908 it seems to have been commonly employed (e.g. James Reed,
These are the ames of the Sortes of Plants which Groweth in Barbados,
Collected and Gathered for the King's Use, Sloane MSS 4070, folio r7,
British Museum (B.M.); H. Sloane, Catalogus Plantarum Quae in Insula

26
o W H.
of Dominica', Webbia, vol. 12, 1 957, p 55°
, P. 189; dsee Appendix to this paper.
27 Op. cit. Hodge
29 Ibid.
28 Hodge and Taylor, P. 55 1
p
Histoire Generale des Isles de S. Christophe, de la
g
J
B.
Du
Tertre
,
30
1654),
N
i
de la Martinique,
et Autres Bans l'
Gua deloupe,
Barbados, (Paris,
(P.R.O.),
net 3,
I
by Sturtevant, 'touola or tulola ... is of unknown origin ...' (p. 285).
Shaftesbury
aftesb ur Papers, 30/2
Trade and Plantations,
ofO
45
PsR
W. J. Titford, who had visited the West Indies, primarily Jamaica, reWilliam Stapleton, Letter to
L on don;
no, 4 5
porte
'
ported that arrowroot was `called by the Indians, Toulola', although his
ugust 1681 C.O. erica nu
y
Nev 16 August
(Kingston, Jamaica, 794' p8 6; statement does not make clear if the word was South American and/or
a
atural
N
Barham, Hortus
a i E,g, H. Sir
istory of Jamaica (London, z7
Antillean (Sketches Towards a Hortus Botanicus Americanus, (London,
and Natural History
P. Browne, The Civil
E
Voyages to the Madeira, and Leeward
1812)) But Hodge and Taylor (P . 550) record that Dominican Caribs
Maria R[iddell],
pp ' Ir2–i3'
Natural
call
it `tulala (that which pierces?)'. In the earliest reference to arrowroot
Sketches
T
Caribbean Islands with 4
;
nor
e Some Account of the Maranta
that
I could find in an English
tarara
P ycalled 'tarara
^
g source, ^the plant
p is simply
2)s p` do
(Edinburgh, w79
z For more details on the origin
6
root'
(Colleton)
which
was,
perhaps,
-a
corruption
of
the
Carib word.
(London,
179
),
p
Indian Arrowroot
3' 28 6 who also discusses its
4–
pp •
Op•cit•
of th
z
theplant's name see Sturtevant, European languages and its possible
name in various European and nonMay, 1971
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,b
I find amongg the people it hath an extreme hig h reputation but our
doctors who think it not for their profit that any should have the
power of healing but themselves are infidels, yet some have confessed
to me that the sediment of the juice dried and powdered is a most
forcible diaphoretick.

S. HANDLER

his brains out with his own axe, saying `hang the dog, he is not to be
cured.' 3 '

Dr Henry Barham, writing in the early 18th century, also
describes how arrowroot's use as an antidote was divulged by an
Indian informant who had wounded a European with a poisoned
arrow..
In general, it is apparent that the use of arrowroot as a medicamerit is what attracted Europeans to it in the first place, and their
initial application of it came as a result of their experiences with
Caribs
in the Lesser Antilles.
C
IV

NON-AMERINDIAN USE FROM THE 17TH TO EARLY 19TH
CENTURIES

Thus, 17th-century French and English colonists in the Lesser
Antilles were introduced to arrowroot through their contacts with
Island Caribs. By the--165os .the plant had been brought to
Guadeloupe from neighbouring islands (possibly Dominica) where
the Caribs held it in `great esteem'; they had offered it to the leader
of a French military force when a peace treaty ,was concluded
between the two peoples. 35 The Englishman, James Walker, while
participating in a military expedition against the Caribs of
Dominica, observed their medicinal use of the plant and brought it
I & sh
-plant tQ -,
to Barbados in 1668; later he- introduced.. the.,
settlers in Jamaica. 36
In general, 17th-century European use of arrowroot was largely
1 ely as the C aribs
medicinal; first, against sores -andinfect^Qns _• ar
had been observed using the plant, and then against other kinds
of ills and in a variety of innovative ways. Du Tertre relates how
Frenchmen in Guadeloupe `discover by everyday experience the
rare and admirable qualities of which [arrowroot] is endowed.' He
mentions its application against poison arrow wounds, its effectiveness in arresting gangrene, and in treating skin inflammations and
wasp stings.37 In 1673, Peter Colleton sent a friend in London
38
`a pot of tarara root', and in an accompanying letter, he notes its
use as an antidote for arrow poison, and describes its medical
virtues and wider application in Barbados:
35 Du Tertre, pp. 15I-2•
s4 Op. cit., p. 6.
33 Stapleton.
36 J S . Handler, `The Amerindian Slave Population of Barbados in the
Seventeenth and Early Eighteenth Centuries', Caribbean Studies, vol. 8,
1969, p. 50; H. Sloane, A Voyage to the Islands Madera, Barbados,
Nieves, S. Christophers and Jamaica (London, 1707), pp. 253-4•
38 Op. cit._
37 Op. cit. Pp• r5i–z.
j. Carib. Hist., 2
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Colleton also reports slaves being treated for yaws, dysentery,
and external skin ulcers by taking arrowroot juice inwardly; for
ulcers the root was also applied externally, presumably as a
poultice. Was arrowroot, indeed, a 17th-century miracle drug?
Colleton seemed to have few doubts:
there is a virtue in this drug I have not heard of in any other. Majorr
Kingsland says he had an old bull that was so weak he could not
stand, and giving him over for dead, he was resolved to try what this
tarara root would do on him, and give him a good lusty draft of the
juice mingled with wine, and in an hour after the bull riseth and
finding a cow of his acquaintance by gets upon her back, and did the
feat very [sic] with her. If this root have the virtues I have written,
I have sent you a treasure. However, if it be not I wish it were...

I
#
f

t

Hans Sloane, who visited Barbados in late 1687 and then spent
fifteen months in Jamaica, commented that arrowroot was `much
esteemed for its alexipharmack qualities'. 39 Given Sloane's keen
naturalist interests and pioneering efforts in plant collecting, it
k
is easy to assume that he sent specimens of the plant
back to
England as well. Others also sent arrowroot to the mother country
in the 17th century 40 and early 18th. 41 It was cultivated as _a hothouse plant in botanical gardens42 but not until the earl
early I9th
p
century did it come to be regarded as something other than a
E _ 'botanical curiosity' in England.43
p
However, throughout the 18th century in the West Indies,
I
arrowroot was employed for a variety of medical and dietary
purposes, although all indications (mainly negative, i.e. lack of
reference to arrowroot in most early sources dealing with dietary
and medical practices) suggest that it never had a very prominent
role, except as a poison antidote and for those dietary purposes
•!
which required easily digestible foods.
a9 A Voyage .. , , P. 253,
40 Colleton; Reed.
1
41 W. T. Aiton, Hortus Kewensis (London, 18io), PP. 2-3.
4

[

42 I. Rand, `A Catalogue of Fifty Plants from Chelsea Garden, Presented
to the Royal Society by the Company of Apothecaries, for the Year
1730', Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. 37,
1 732, P. 224; Aiton; P. Miller and T. Martyr, The Gardener's and
Botanist's Dictionary (London, 1807).
43 Ryder, p. 85.
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Poultices- of the crushed root, as noted above, were used as
lly
arrow poison, and were also applied externa
a ga
antidotes against
to wounds or inflammations caused by bites from `black spiders'
and scorpions 45 In the first few decades of the i8th century
arrowroot was considered an effective antidote for serious internal
mixing itit with
or m
u
jjuice
p
ith drinking the pure
po isoning by eeither
And
by
the
late
18th
century
its
role
as
a
poison
antidote
water. 46
dical h an dme
read
e
was firmly established in Jamaica; a widely
book gives `an account of all the simples of the country, whose
virtues and uses are known,' and lists arrowroot as one of thirteen
th most universal applicati on , i.e.
the
w
b with
but
;
antid
poison antidotes,
`the expressed juice with water, [is] good against all acrid
power antidote
Another writer mentioned it as a 'powerful
poisons.' 4 7
and
Edward
Long
even
recorded its
to vegetable
poisons', 48
g
`powerful effects ... in counter-working the poison of the dog's
bane, or
-a decoction or powder, was applied to other
Arrowroot, given as
ills and ailments. In 1673, Colleton had already noted that the
`juice dried and powdered is a most forcible diaphoretick', and
later writers also recorded its use in the treatment of various
Dr Henry Barham, referring to Jamaica around-the first
`fevers'. 50
th
with the
ecade of the 18th century, experimente d extensively
decade
description
and provides the ofearliest detailed
ere
is giv^ 18th:
-..^
part
plant,
application,
"' " '"
of
root frequently given in malignant fevers with great
this
I have seen
lapis
success, when all other things have failed. When I make up
quantity of it.
good
always put in a
contrayerva for my own practice, Ibest
in powder, which causes sweat;
I have given it decocted, but it is

if you keep it seven years, no vermin will meddle with it, when all
other roots in this country are very subject to be destroyed with
worms and weevils. It hath no manner of ill taste or smell; it works
by sweat and urine, and yet is a great cordial; it provokes the terms,

45 Titford.
"Barham, pp. 6-7; Titford.
G.
Hughes, The Natural History of
I
I2;
46 Barham, p. 7; Browne, p.
Barbados (London, 1750), p• 225.
of Physic
The Medical Assistant or •7amaica Practice
47 T. Dancer,
(Kingston, Jamaica, 1 8oi), p. 366.
48 Titford.
1'774), vol. 3, p. 759.
4s The History of yamaica (London,
l

Treatment

and Medical
[Dr Collins], Practical Rules for the Management
(London, 1803), P . aa
• J J. unan,
Negro
Slaves
in
the
Sugar
Colonies
of
.3
(Spanish
Town,
Jamaica,
1814),
P
Hortus Jamaicensis
(Philadelphia, 1818), p. 338.
The American Dispensatory
Y. Carib. Hist., 2
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and clears lying -in women; it drives outt the small-pox or measles;
and if it was candied as eringo-root, it would make a pleasant preserve,
for it possesses the like prolific virtues.51

;

t

I
I

a
]

Miscellaneous other medical applications of arrowroot decoctions
or p owd er i nclu ded th e treatment o£ ` pleurisies ' ,52 yaws 53 an d
`hectic fever or consumption; or in particular secretions, as in
affections of the urinary passages ...' 54 Dr William Wright, who
was stationed in Jamaica at various times from the 176os through
the z 8os observed that a `decoction of the fresh roots makes an
excellent ptisan in acute diseases,' but offers no details on such
diseases.55 One writer noted that if `pounded [arrowroot] is useful
for softening cataplasms,'5 6 and others even recorded its use in
treating diseased rabbits 57 and cattle.58
By the mid-i8th century, and undoubtedly starting earlier,
arrowroot starch was beinggexploited
as a food, often in su bp
stitution for other starches 59—an application that continued into
the igth century. 60 It was used as an ingredient in, at least, cakes,
and puddingss i and ani8th-century
r8thy planter, seeking new
vay to ffeed
ee his
ways
hi slaves nutritious ly and
an cheaply, aadvised
d
his
manager in Barbados to employ arrowroot in soups, since the
`flour which [it] yields is as valuable for its culinary as it is for
its medicinal properties.' He even offered an elaborate recipe for
such a soup in which arrowroot starch is spec ifically recom mended for its `thickening quality'. 62 The use of arrowroot as a
potential
potentiasized
a source of
o food for slaves was al
also emphasized i 1776
by a writer who knew conditions in Barbados and the Leewards
well. He discusses how food production could be increased in the
Leewards, and suggests that these islands could supply Barbados

.I
51 Op. cit., p. 8. In the days of Barham's writing, the eryngo root was
considered as an aphrodisiac in England. Other writers simply repeat
Barham's suggestion (Long, p. 759; Titford), thus implying that arrowroot was not employed this way in the West Indies.
52
Lunan, p. 316.
b3 Collins, p. 421.
54 Coxe, p. 338.
ss William Wright, Memoirs of the Late William Wright, M.D. (Edinburgh
and London, 1828), p. 225. His paper, `An Account of the Medicinal
Plants Growing in Jamaica', was first published in 1787 and reprinted
in his Memoirs.
56 Dancer, p. 369.
s' Lunan, p. 316.
58 G. Hughes, p. 6z.
"Browne, p. ire; G. Hughes, p. 221; Long, pp. 759, 855, 86o.
so Ryder; Titford.
81 Lunan, p. 32; Ryder, p. i6; Wright, p. 224.
02
[Philip Gibbes], Instructions for the Treatment of Negroes, Etc. Etc. Etc.
(London, 1 797), pp. 42-4.
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if importations from the mainland colonies
with various crops
ceased:
a most excellent

is ...
I have been informed that ... The Indian arrow
considlantl.. addition
food; .. • it may also make a
easily raised, [and wit
provisions of the islands, as it is a p
possession of.63
difficulty eradicated from ground it once takes p
great

that arrowroot was ever grown as a
However, there is no evidence
for or by slaves, although, later at least,
basic subsistence item
they used and cultivated it (see Section I)was `frequently adca
ouy t
In mid-i
' '6 5 and decades later, its `chief
to
the
sick,
i
i
in infusions
us e w
791, m `
inimplying
Antigu
metscware66
use' was
'medicinal A licable to St Kittsasiwell, reported
e s still
still
that her comments were applicabl
that arrowroot was
ad-

d

^
1
i

e medicinal root, which, when pulverized ... resembles
A most valuableand
fine
starch.
.
..
It is mixed with warm water. • •
i tropical cornfi
remedyin dysenteries,and man yp
a
g foods imagmministered as
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in a weak debilitated situation, or subject to nervous
able for people
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late 18th and early ,9th centuries, arrowroot
In general, by the
starch, boiled into a pap or gruel or made into arecommended
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for
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or_
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"'.__v`li^s
iiafant's°
r
mixed with b oiling
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In
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conva
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For example, on St Vincent plantations
those recently weaned.6 8
in the early 18zos, arrowroot starch was used as a supplementary
old, _rec eive d
69
food for nursing slave infants who, after two weeks
kind or other' .69
`two meals a day of arrowroot, or pap of some
Delivered on the Petition Presented by
Commons
on the Evidence
63 Anon., Remarks
Planters and Merchants to the Hon. the House of

But the starch seems to have been most frequently used for
those persons suffering and recovering from dysentery, diarrhoea,
and similar ailments. Writers in the late 18th century and early
19th specifically and consistently emphasize the starch's utility
with respect to such intestinal disorders. 70 Because of this, and
because, perhaps, of its use as a poison antidote, arrowroot,
among other articles, was commonly employed in plantation
Jamaica. 72
an Jama
`h ospita l s ' iin St Vi ncent' I and
The uses of arrowroot that derived from its easily digestible
qualities are not only of interest in considering West Indian
pharmocopoeia, but also because they were apparently mainly
responsible for encouraging the adoption of the starch, and in
the development of a consumer market outside the West Indies.
With the development of this market, arrowroot's role as an
export commodity became established, and its export status
increased and encouraged its further production in the West
Indies..
Indies
V
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67 Riddell, p• 95•
As It May Be (London, 1835),
66 Ryder, P. ,6•
65 Browne, pp. 112-13.
Liman p. 32 J. Stewart, A:View
68 E.g. Collins, passim; Coxe, P. 338;
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Of relevance in trying to establish the beginnings of the arrowroot
export market is a pamphlet written in London by Dr Thomas
Ryder;73 in 1795 he was attracted to arrowroot while treating a
West Indian patient who employed it in her own diet, and he
acquired additional information `from several gentlemen who are
proprietors of West India estates'. 74 Ryder stresses that arrowroot
starch is largely unknown in England, and that the plant itself is
`kept here in hot houses for curiosity' and `scarce noted'. 7 5 He
had made various attempts to publicize the plant's potential ` as a
substitute for starch produced by the manufacture of corn' 76 but
^o
Coxe, P . 338; Collins, pp. 281, 282, 285, 298; Dancer, pp. 96,
325; William Wright, footnote in J. Grainger, An Essay on the More
Common West India Diseases (Jamaica, 1802), p. 38; Riddell, p. 95;
T. Roughley, The ,7amaica Planter's Guide (London, 1823), p. 437;
J. Stewart, An Account of Jamaica and Its Inhabitants (London, i8o8),
P. 272 ; J. Stewart, A View of the Past ... , p•3o6; J. Thomson, A Treatise
on the Diseases of the Negroes ... in the Island of Jamaica with Observations
on the CountryY Remedies (Jamaica,
(
, 1820) , pp. 37, 39, 126– 7•
41 Carmichael, P . 393.
72 Stewart, A View of the Past ... , pp. 417-19; see also Roughley, pp.
Thomson p. i6 7•
4 i7-p9> Thomson,
6, zr.
74 Ibid.,, pp. ,
Ma r97 1
May,

75Ibid.,
Ibid. pp • r2 , z 5.

76 Ibid. , pp. r 5– z6.
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with no great
success, and wrote the pamphlet
g
apparently met wi
j
He discusses the
to provide greater publicity for his argument.
manufacture7? and its potential use, and
procedures of starch
compares the quality of arrowroot starch and the economics of
tropical and nonits preparation with starch produced from othern recommending
pamphlet
tropical plants. Ryder concludes his
a d n
pi
arrowrot to businessmen, Westpla
by
agencies as an article of potential economic value.
The influence that this pamphlet had in stimulating the arrowroot
provide a good
market in England is not known, but it does
indication of the limited nature of that market at the end of the
i8th century. Furthermore, there s of starch took place
fore
be
West Indian commercial exportations
the very end of the i8th century, and discussions of agricultural
j
in the latter half
exports and commercial crops, even minor ones,
do not include arrowroot. Mintz and Hall's
of the i8th centuryt was being exported from Jamaica at `the end
g
note that arrowroot
Sturtevant writes that `the first large
of the i8th century', and
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the United States."' However, one
z8oevidence
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4
exportations to the United Kingdom appear
Inthese years
the earliest years for which I could locate statistics.
seWest
imported 33,834 and 38,983
the United Kingdom
although individual exporting territories are not
Indian starch ; 82
--see note 55.
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7s Op. cit., p. i8'7.
e
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itemized in these statistics they nonetheless provide a base-line for
assessing the growth of arrowroot as an export commodity over
the next three or four decades.
Starch continued to be exported to the United Kingdom, but
in small quantities and with such limited value that it was considered an extremely minor import. For example, duties were
paid on arrowroot during the period 18og-13, but it was lumped
into the group of `sundry small articles ... not amounting to
1,000 [pounds sterling] each, and not particularly specified in the
Finance Accounts,' in contrast with other West Indian minor
imports such as ginger, pimento, tamarinds, etc., for which
individual statistics were reported. 83 Yet the quantity of starch
imports increased throughout the pre-Emancipation period. During the three years 1829-31, the United Kingdom imported an
annual average of 441,556 lbs for `home consumption'. 84 It is
difficult to be precise as to how much of this starch was specifically
West Indian; 85 as a guess, based on West Indian contributions to
the U.K. market in 1835 and 1836 (see below), I would estimate
the annual average for the period 1829-31 to be about 340,000 ibs,
or over nine times the 1804-5 average.
In 3835 and 3836, the-U.K. imported 987,966 and 691,572 lbs
of starch.8 6 By these years West Indian territorial statistics were
available (see Table i) thus permitting a more accurate judgement
of the islands' contributions to the United_ Kingdom market. In
18 35, 737, 04 3 - lbs of West Indian starch were imported which
accounted for close to 75 per cent of the U.K.'s total starch
imports for that year; comparable figures for 1836 are 548,362 lbs
or 79 per cent. Thus, by the 1830s, not only did the West Indies
provide most of the starch consumed in the United Kingdom but
exports from the territories had increased considerably over the
decades. In 18 34-5, the U.K. imported an annual average of
83 P. Colquhoun, A Treatise on the Wealth, Power, and Resources of the
British Empire (London, 1 8 1 5), p. 342, chapter io, passim.
84 J. R. McCulloch, A Dictionary, Practical, Theoretical, and Historical,
of Commerce and Commercial Navigation (Philadelphia, 3840), vol. i,

P. 51.
85 By this period some starch made from Maranta arundinacea (introduced directly from the West Indies) and other arrowroot varieties were
being imported from at least Ceylon and India. See G. B. Porter, The
Tropical Agriculturalist (London, 18 33), pp. 238, 241 -2; McCulloch, p.
51.
86 J. R. McCulloch, A Statistical Account of the British Empire (London,

1839), P. 19.
May, 1971
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73 6 ,346 lbs of West Indian starch, or over twenty times the 1804-5
average; in 1836-7, although imports dropped greatly, the two
year average was still over twelve times as much.
During the Emancipation-Apprenticeship period, all island
territories exported at least some arrowroot starch, but Jamaica,
Barbados, St Vincent, and Antigua were the leaders. 87 Jamaica
and Barbados alone accounted for 57 per cent of the West Indian
starch (65 per cent if one excludes Bermuda, the Bahamas, and
mainland territories) imported during the five year period, 1834-8,
by the United Kingdom (Table I). Territorial export quantities
would have been slightly higher than U.K. imports since small
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However, territorial export and production statistics, especially
up to the Emancipation-Apprenticeship period, are difficult to
acquire, assuming, indeed, that they do exist for all' exporting
territories. Arrowroot was such an obviously minor product that
accounts of various islands rarely even mention it, let alone
provide statistics. The Blue Books, which commenced for most
87 Also, Bermuda was a leading exporter (see Table i). In 1826, 51 acres
(or nearly so per cent) of the island's cultivated lands were reported
in arrowroot so that it `seems to be the staple of the island' (R. M.
Martin, History of the British Colonies: -vol. z: Possessions in the West
Indies (London, 18 34), PP . 396-8). By 1836 that acreage increased to
16o (R. M. Martin, Statistics of the Colonies of the British Empire
(London, 1839), p. ii6) and in the following decade its role as `the
most valuable article of export [which] has materially increased in the
last few years' was more emphatically reported (W. F. Williams, An
Historical and Statistical Account of the Bermudas (London, 1848), p. 169).
By the mid-19th century production had increased further and Bermudan
starch had acquired a very good reputation, being considered superior
and preferred to the starch produced elsewhere (ibid., p. 169; J. B.
McCulloch, A Dictionary, Geographical, Statistical, and Historical of. .
the World (London, 1854), vol. i, p. 3`65). At this period Bermuda was
the only island (with the exception of St Vincent) where arrowroot could
be considered a major export, although by the 187os production had
already begun to decline (J. W. Boddam-Whetham, Roraima and
British Guiana, with a Glance at Bermuda, the West Indies, and the
Spanish Main (London, 1879), p. i9). In this paper, I have not particularly concerned myself with the Bermuda arrowroot industry largely
because of the island's peripheral historical position in relation to developments in the West Indies per se.
May, 1971

Table z.

Year

Antigua

s8z7

nd
nd
nd
d
nd
8,3549
nd

1829
2830
1831
1832
1833
1834

nd

1 8 35
1836
1 837
2838
,
tix

1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
4

nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
rid
nd
rid
nd

Barbados
nd
rid
nd
nd
16,8149+
15,6 60
97,55511
220,89511
219,00011
nd
nd
I3,77os+
17,0892+
^9^6002+
17'089
8+
25,7588
Is+
I 0,34124
i,z8z
29,IO62+

West Indian arrowroot exports

Territory* and quantity (in lbs)
Montserrat
Jamaica
Dominica
nd
210,2106+
nd
n
375,6906+
none'°
n
nd
noneio
nd',
'.o
nd
rid
188,0849
none10
nd
2,29610+
n
1,35010+

nd
X70 07810

nd
nd

nd

nd
nd
nd

nd
72910+
n rid
nd
nd
nd
nd
d
nd
nd
rid
lid

1846
1847

nd

1848
1849
18 5 O.
1851

nd
nd
rid
nd

28,3502+
43,3622+
28 ,97 I 2+
15,5252+

1762
X002
3,7,97 2
nd

1852
1853
1854

nd
nd
nd

19,8452+
19,3592+
28,5392+

3,5252
nd

2,I002

nd
nd
nd
nd
nd
rid
nd
rid
rid
nd
,3
144,2932

nd
nd
nd
nd
n
rid
nd
nd
nd

St Kitts

St Vincent

nd
nd
nd
4,9378+

nd
25,0022+
23,0824}

rid
d
9,5309
3,3738+
17,0378}
nd
nd
58,5°07
nd
62,16010
nd
68,175'
96,5807
nd
99,305'
nd
III,350'
nd
nd
70,o6is+
nd
nd
159,140'
nd
244,715'
nd
354,3057
nd
450,855'
2,9471+
503,180'
nd
nd
nd
487,125'
nd
297,587'

rid
nd,
nd
nd

rid
nd
nd
18,4875}

rid
nd
nd
nd

nd
222,0442
nd

nd
nd
nd

nd
nd
nd

:

364,2857
545,025'
830,465 7.,..
1,140,3457
490,8375
1,400,3457
I,388,4257
I,I75,I557

* These are not all of the territories that were exporting ,starch (cf. Table I), but only those for which I could find quantitative
information.
+ Actually cited in container quantities; converted into lbs on basis of ratios given in note 93.
nd = no data.
i The Barbadian, 16 March 1833•
2 Blue Books (1840 and 1842 Barbados statistics are given as the same).
s Lt. Colonel Capadose, Sixteen Years in the West Indies (London, 1845), vol. z, pp. 40-41, 1194 J. T. Danson, Economic and Statistical Studies 1840-1890 (London, 1906), p. 262.
5 J. Davy, The West Indies, Before and Since Slave Emancipation (London, 1 854), pp. 1 87-8, 415.
I Jamaica Almanack for the Year ... 1828 (Kingston, Jamaica, 1827), pp. 117-18; Jamaica Almanack for the Year .. • 1829
(1828), p. 135. (Annual period runs from September to ;September.)
7 W. K. Marshall, The Social and Economic Development of the Windward Islands, 1838 to 1865, unpublished PhD thesis for
Cambridge University, 1963, P. 386.
8 R. M. Martin, History of the British Colonies (London, 1834), vol. 2, pp. 305, 374• (Annual ; period in St. Kitts statistics runs
from October to October.)
o R. M. Martin, History of the West Indies (London, 1836-7), vol. z, p. 122, vol. 2, pp. zo6, 245, 314•
10 R. M. Martin, Statistics of the Colonies of the British Empire (London, 1 839), PP. 1 9, 5 8 , 78.
11 T. Philips, The Barbados Almanack for ... 1835 (Liverpool, 1834), p. 65; The Barbados Almanack for .. 1836 (18 35), P
. 43;
The Barbados Almanack for ... 2837 (1836), P. 31•
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territories in i8zi, would probably be the best sources for ascerdard would be the number of lbs, but arrowroot statistics are not
taming the existence of such statistics up to the end of Apprenticeonly given in lbs, but often by the containers in which the starch
ship. But, for this period, I have had direct access to only some of
was shipped. I have been unable to arrive_ at completely satisfactory
the Barbados BlueBooks, and only one each for Jamaica and
conversion ratios for such containers. Specific ratios are only given
in a handful of sources, but even these can be contradictory, and
St Vincent. 88
j
In the Barbados Blue Books, starting in 1833 (the earliest one
it appears that container weights could vary from island to island
available to me), arrowroot is mentioned as an export, but it isi
(and even within the same island) and over a period of years. s2
grouped in with other commodities until 1840, when separate
However, in Table z I have converted containers into lbs in order
value (in pounds sterling) and quantity (in number of containers)
to permit at least some comparison. 93 It must be emphasized that
Blue
1833-54
statistics become available. However, none of the
Table z, in many cases, probably gives no more than a crude idea
J
expor quantitie are only
of exports.
of
statistics,89
however, be employed
give pro ucti
Books
conjunction
„
by number of containers, in other words by packages and
Table z to give some indication of export trends in some ternibarrels, rather than in lbs; this, in itself, poses serious difficulties
tortes, particularly the leading exporters.
parati utility (see
of comparative
In generalIt then,
erive statistics and
en, it would appear
attempti ng dto derive
in attempting
byin the
, starch
exports were continuously rising, but around 18 34-5 reached their
below).90
Table z presents the i9th-century information I was able to
peaks in most islands, with Jamaica and Barbados being the leading
acquire from 1827 to 1854. However, Table z leaves a variety of exporters. After these years, exports decreased, sometimes conin
siderably, but by the 184os they had risen again although they
problems when one attempts to assess export fluctuations
individual territories and make comparisons between them. In
did not regain their 1834-5 levels. The exception is St Vincent,
this respect, a major problem (apart from the issue of the reliability
where exports generally continued to rise and by the mid- z84os
had far exceeded the island's 18
of early colonial statistics in general), sl is the conversion of
34-5 levels. By this period, St
g The ideal stanVincent led all exporters, followed by Jamaica and Barbados.
container types to a common standard of weight.
HISTORY OF ARROWROOT AND PEASANT ORIGINS
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l4Pial,_
ss The most complete collection of-Blue-Books-is located intheCQlQPial
Office (C.O.) group in the Public Record Office, London, which I was
unable to consult while doing research for this section of the paper.
$s Nor are there statistics on the amount of acreage devoted to the crop;
similar omissions occur in other Blue Books examined.
90 Similarly, arrowroot export statistics in the St Vincent Blue Books
from 1834 to 1857 are only presented by containers, although Marshall
has converted these into lbs based upon information given in the 1857
and 18.64 Blue Books (W. K. Marshall, The Social and Economic Development of the Windward Islands, 1838 to 1865, unpublished PhD thesis
for Cambridge University, 1963, p. 386; see Table 2).
si Without even considering how such statistics were collected, and taking
them at face value, various sources may be referring to different month
to month periods in giving annual figures; in the absence of specification,
however, I can only go by the year cited, and this sometimes presents
conflicting statistics. For example, for the years 1834 and 1835, one
source has Barbados exporting 220,895 and 219,000 lbs of starch (T.
Philips, The Barbados Almanack for.. . 1836 (Liverpool, 1 8 35), p• 43
and The Barbados Almanack for.. . 1837 (Liverpool, 1836), p. 31) while
the United Kingdom alone imported 241,590 and 250,476 lbs (Table x),
leaving the unlikely conclusion that the U.K. imported thousands of
lbs more than the island exported. Other conflicting cases are apparent
by comparing Tables i and 2.
Y.

Carib. Hist., 2

" " 92 For

example, in 1847 Charles Day noted that starch was shipped
from a St Vincent plantation he visited in `tins containing i6 pounds',
(Five Years' Residence in the West Indies (London, 1852), vol. r, p, 77)
while Marshall uses a figure of z5 lbs, based on the 1857 and 1864 St
Vincent Blue Books (The Social and Economic Development..., p. 386).
Using the same sources, Marshall (ibid.) reports a weight of 18o lbs for
barrels of starch, while in 185o another visitor to the island observed
that starch barrels weighed 16o lbs. ('John Candler's West Indies
Journal, 1849-1850', Caribbean Studies, vol. q., 1965, p. 58.)
93
In Table 2, statistics reported as containers are marked +, and are
converted at the following ratios: barrel = 370 lbs (average between
figures given by Candler, p. 58 and Marshall, The Social and Economic
Development..., p. 386); keg = 8o lbs (ibid.); package = 27 lbs
(average between figures given by Marshall (ibid.) and those calculated
from The Barbadian newspaper for 1833 in The Yournal of the Barbados
Museum and Historical Society, vol. 4, 1936, and R. M. Martin, History
of the West Indies (London, 3836-7), vol.
2, p. 2o6); box = 27 lbs
(average between figures calculated from R. Martin, History of the British
Colonies ... , p. 305, and R. Martin, History of the West Indies, vol. 2,
P. 245, and figures calculated from J. T. Danson, Economic and Statistical
Studies, 184o-1890 (London, 1906), p. 262, and Martin, Statistics of the
Colonies..., p. 5 9); puncheon = 3,600 lbs (Marshall, The Social and
Economic Development ... , p. 386).
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Since Table z, apart from its other shortcomings, only contains a
few data for a handful of islands prior to the end of the Apprenticeship, one can get a more concrete idea of the relative and absolute
position of all exporters by referring to the United Kingdom
import statistics in Table i. These statistics could come close to
total territorial exports, since the vast majority of starch was sent
to the United Kingdom; but, as noted previously, it is difficult to
say to what extent they reflect total commercial production, that is,
including the starch disposed of on internal markets for home
consumption. Nonetheless, they give some idea of production
trends from 18o4 to 184o. Thus, an aggregate increase of West
Indian arrowroot imported into the United Kingdom from
33,834 and 38,983 lbs in 1804 and r8o5 94 to 735,652 and 737,041
lbs in 1834 and 1835 (Table 1) 95 reflects, despite the decrease in
following years, a great increase in production.96 As will be discussed in the next section, this appears to be due, to a considerable
degree, to the efforts of slave-apprentices and free small-scale
agriculturalists of African ancestry.
Before considering the producer, however, some final comments
can be made upon the export position of arrowroot from the early
18309 to around the end of Apprenticeship. As has been indicated,
it always had a very minor position in territorial economic systems
and only later, in St Vincent (and Bermuda) did it become a
major export item. To fully demonstrate ILs iiinor-position would
require an array of territorial statistics which, even if available,
would only confirm the qualitative assessments of all writers who
discuss territorial exports in general and mention-arrowroot. in.___
particular; greater confirmation of its minor position is provided by
considerable negative evidence, such as the failure of descriptive
and statistical accounts of individual territories to mention arrowroot in discussions of agricultural produce and exports, even when
other evidence, presented in section vi, shows its production
and exportation.
I was able to collect a few statistics which give some concrete
idea of arrowroot's export position in Jamaica, Barbados, St
op. cit.
11 675,567 and 671,79 1 lbs, excluding Bermuda, the Bahamas and the
mainland territories.
ss Later statistics make these figures look very small by comparison.
Over the seven-year period, 1859-65, St Vincent alone exported an
annual average of over one million lbs (Marshall, The Social and Economic
Development.. . , p. 386); for the seven year period, 1909-15, an annual
average of over 41 million lbs was exported (G. Wright, p -i 6z). --a4 P.P.,

1803-4; x8o5,

Y. Carib. Hist., a
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Vincent and Antigua (see Table 3). These show that the sterling
value of arrowroot, when compared with the sterling value of
total territorial produce (i.e. a given island's own products)
exported was, generally speaking, a fraction of one per cent.
Excluding major exports such as sugar, rum and molasses, the
value of arrowroot was higher, from four to seven per cent. The
significant exception was St Vincent in 1834 when the value of
arrowroot was close to fifty per cent of the island's minor exports,
foreshadowing the prominent position that the commodity was to
achieve in the Vincentian economy in subsequent years. As
noted, there is no reason to suppose that more comprehensive
statistics would deviate to any significant extent from the percentages given in Table 3.
However, to say that arrowroot played an extremely minor role
in relation to total exports, and therefore to territorial economic
systems, is not to underestimate its importance with respect to
many of the small-scale agriculturalists who produced it. For such
persons, cash resources were extremely meagre and opportunities
2
for acquiring cash very limited. It can be assumed that any activity
which generated cash, or other exchange values, would have
caused such producers to view their enterprise in much more
significant terms than an appraisal of national economic systems
would indicate. 97 Apart from whatever tools, food, clothing, etc.
could be acquired through such means, for- th y-slave-appxentive.......' . .
there was even the occasional possibility of purchasing his own
freedom.98
VI THE ARROWROOT PRODUCER, i800-i838
Arrowroot was grown by some plantations in pre-Emancipation
times, but the limited evidence suggests that it was largely cultivated for plantation use and minimally for the market. The evidence of this assertion is reviewed below; here it can be noted that
it is supported by considerable negative evidence in the form of
the failure of a large number of sources (most of which are not
cited in this paper) to mention arrowroot in detailed discussions
of plantation production. By Apprenticeship, more plantations,
97 I have argued along similar lines with respect to small-scale sugar
cane farmers in contemporary Barbados (`Small-Scale Sugar Cane
Farming in Barbados', Ethnology, vol. 5, 1966, pp. 264-83).
98 E. V. Goveia, Slave Society in the British Leeward Islands at the end
of the Eighteenth Century (New Haven, 1965), p. 137; O. Patterson,
pp. 90-s.
pp
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especially in Jamaica and, to some extent, in St Vincent, were
producing starch commercially, but, in general, available information is more conclusive with respect to slave-apprentice (and, in
some islands, free) producers on small land units. They were very
prominent among arrowroot growers, primarily cultivated it as a
cash or exchange crop, and produced it in areas where socio-legal
and ecological conditions inhibited the cultivation of major
export items. This section 'considers the evidence from the four
territories which, at the Emancipation-Apprenticeship period,
were the .West Indies leading producers of starch.
Barbados

In Barbados, the direct evidence for plantation production of
arrowroot is limited to one source, the papers of Newton and
Seawell plantations, both in southern Barbados and owned by the
same persons. The plantations' work logs for 1796-7 detail the
slaves' daily activities and specify that for a few days during the
beginning of 1797, the second gangs were employed in harvesting
and planting arrowroot. 99 The plantations' accounts for these and
later years do not indicate if arrowroot was raised for commercial
purposes and exportation. Nor do the accounts mention the
acreage devoted to the crop, but the number of man-days involved
In reaping it indicate that a sufficient quantity of starch might
have been produced so that some of it could be disposed of on
local or export markets. At least, it is known that through the
18zos small quantities of the plantations' own production were
periodically shipped to England for the owners'. personal use.'
It is hard to assume that these were the only Barbados plantations
growing arrowroot and that by the 182os and 183os plantations
were not contributors to the island's starch exports.
Evidence for the plant's cultivation on small land units, by
slaves and others, is more concrete, albeit not overly abundant.
In the ` r82os, a Barbados planter defending, it should be noted,
99 Daily Log of Work Activities on Newton Plantation, 1796-7, Newton
Estate Papers 523/1 so; Daily Log of Work Activities on Seawell Plantation,
1796-7, Newton Estate Papers 523/us.s. The Newton Estate Papers
(MSS) are located in the University of London Library, Senate House.
'0° S. Wood to T. Lane, Barbados, 2i April 18o2, Newton Estate Papers
523/474/I; J. Farrell to T. Lane, Barbados, 12 June 1807, Newton
Estate Papers 523/636; R. Haynes to T. Lane, Barbados, 24 April 1813,
Newton Estate Papers .523/692/I; R. Reece to T. Lane, Barbados, 31
July 1823, Newton Estate Papers 5 231899•
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the treatment of slaves against emancipationist criticisms, wrote
that on one of his plantations
The property, of every sort and denomination, belonging to the
Negro, is held sacred; and in the disposal of it he exercises his own
freewill; and the traffic he carries on is as little known to his master or
manager, in its details, as is the business of the first merchant in
Bridge Town .... Many of the Negroes reap annually 1,000 lbs. of
yams each, besides Guinea and Indian corn, eddoes, potatoes, cassava,
ginger, and the more industrious plant arrowroot, which they prepare
and sell for a good price.10'
Thomas Rolph, who spent three months in Barbados in early 1833,
mentions that white tenants 102 grew the crop; and although he
fails to specify, one way or the other, whether plantations grew
it, he specifically notes that ` the Negroes [i.e. slaves], on their
own grounds, cultivate arrowroot, cotton, and aloes, for exportation. ^ioa On a visit to Vaucluse plantation in the parish of St
[J W. Jordan], An Account of the Management of Certain Estates in the
Island of Barbados (London,, 1824),
i82 pp. 3-4.
102 According to law, each plantation was to provide white men to
serve in the island's militia, in proportion to one person for each fifty or
sixty acres of plantation land. In return, the- plantation was expected to
allot each militia man (they were frequently the descendants of indentured servants) a small tenantry of about two or three acres. On these
land allotments, they would generally cultivate provision crops, although
those `who were more - prudent, commenced he cultivation-of ginger,
aloes, arrow-root, and such minor articles as did not require any great
outlay, and demanded merely manual labour for their culture.' (R. H.
Schomburgk, The History of Barbados (London, 1848), pp. 84-5). Such
militia tenants, a class of poor whites often referred to-as-`red-shanks and
spoken of in highly derogatory terms in early 19th-century sources, could
sometimes be distinguished from `ten-acre men'. These were also the
descendants of indentured servants who, in the 17th and early i8th
centuries, had received land from plantations after their labour contracts
were fulfilled. These lands, `containing eight or ten acres, or more, with
slaves in proportion', and called `places' (to distinguish them from sugar
estates) were held freehold; the ten-acre men formed `on the whole, a
respectable yeomanry ...'. (W. Dickson, Mitigation of Slavery in Two
Parts (London, 1814), PP . 440 , 526-8). In general, during pre-EmancipaLion times, both categories of whites approached the closest to a true
peasantry in Barbados. They were largely localized in the island's
Scotland district, where they continued growing arrowroot through the
i84os (John Davy, The West Indies, Before and Since Slave Emancipation
(London, 1854), p. 68). The social and economic interactions between
Barbados slaves and poor whites forms a significant, but often slighted,
element in the island's early social history and, perhaps, in the development of creole culture patterns.
103 A Brief Account, Together with Observations Made During a Visit
in the West Indies (London, 1836), P p. 49, 52.
.7. Carib.
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Thomas he met `one of the Negroes on the estate, a very industrious
man [who] told me that he had made on an average £zo per
annum, by the ginger and starch he raised from his own portion
of
ground, and that he had amassed more than £I0O.'104
It was not unusual for writers of this period, and earlier, to
point out that slaves grew cash crops in their small gardens (see
below), but the above two are the only references I have found
where
p
y mentioned as forming part of their
is specifically
plant complex. Yet it does not seem to have been unusual fo
arrowroot to be largely considered as a crop for small holdings;
during Apprenticeship, for example, apprentices on the Cockington plantations, owned by the Society for the Propagation of the
Gospel in Foreign Parts, used their small land allotments to grow
arrowroot and other crops `for cash revenue'a 05 The Barbados
Legislature was even considering a law to compel the island's
apprentices to plant one-third of the lands allotted to them `in
vendible articles, such as sugar, ginger, arrowroot, etc. and twothirds in food.' 106
Antigua
g

r

An author who knew Antigua
g well and lived there 'before and
after the passing of the emancipation act' (having left the island
^n the early 184os) commented that Antiguan planters `are not of
an enterprising spirit; at least all their attention is bestowed upon
the cultivation of the sugar-cane ... [but] there are manyproductions which might prove important and beneficial articles of
commerce "°' Her itemization of such ` productions' plants then
growing on the island, omits arrowroot. `All other articles of
commerce,' she wrote, ` with the exception of sugar, are neglected,'108 Her only reference to arrowroot occurs in a discussion
of the island's botany where she points to its long-standing medicinal use109 by noting its `nutritious qualities ... are too well known
104 Ibid., p. 54.
ios J. H. Bennett, Bondsmen and Bishops: Slavery and Apprenticeship on
the Codrington Plantations of Barbados, 17-o-1838, University of Califorma Publications in History, no. 6a, 1 95 8, p• 133•
loo Letter from Governor Lionel Smith to Lord Glenelg, Barbados, 27
July 1836, P.P., 1836, vol. 49 , Paper 166.
107 [Mrs Flannigan], Antigua and the Antiguans (London, 1844), vol. i,
p. x68.
los Ibid., vol. I, p. 2.
109 E.g. Riddell, pp. 94-5
May, 1971
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in the sick chamber to call for further mention.' 110 Her failure to
mention arrowroot as a commercial crop when it had that role in
Antigua during her residence (Tables r, 2 and 3) points to its
restricted, and largely non-commercial, plantation production.
This inference is clearly supported by Joseph Sturge and Thomas
Harvey who visited Antigua for nearly a month in late 1836 and
who also commented on the planters' `exclusive cultivation of the
cane' .lu They reported: `The only articles produced for export
in Antigua are sugar, rum, molasses and arrowroot, of the last of
which the quantity is inconsiderable, and is chiefly grown and
prepared by the Negroes on their own separate account.'l12
St Vincent
In St Vincent, arrowroot appears to have been largely grown by
small-scale producers during much of the period under discussion
here. For example, an extremely detailed account of crops grown
by the island's go to 95 plantations from 18oi through 1824, in
which each plantation's production is itemized, fails to mention
arrowroot even though minor crops such as coffee, cotton and
cocoa are listed; h13 detailed descriptive accounts of the island in
the early 18zos do not mention arrowroot, 14 and Davy also emphasized that `during the time of slavery no attention was paid to it'.115
However, Mrs Carmichael, who resided in St Vincent for two or
three years during the early i 8zos, reported in her discussion of
various means by which slaves acquired cash, `Arrow Root which
I had almost forgotten to mention, is made in abundance by the
Negroes, and is prepared, nearly in the same way as the starch/
from the root of the manioc. It sells at two shillings, or thereabouts, the quart bottle, and can always be had in the coloured
hucksters' shops.' l16 Not only were slaves prominent in arrowroot
production, but their produce, including starch, was already well
involved in the island's marketing system."'
ilo Op. cit., vol. 2, p. 270.
111 The
112

West Indies in 1837 (London, 1838), p. 6z.

Ibid., Appendix, p. ii; my emphasis.

113 Anon., An Account of the Number of Slaves Employed, and the Quantity

of Produce Grown, on the Several Estates in the Island of St Vincent

(Kingstown, St Vincent, 1825).

114 E•g. [T. Wentworth], The West India Sketch Book (London, 1834),
vol. 2, passim.
its Op. cit., pp. 187-8._
its Op. cit., vol. i, pp. 177-8; my emphasis.
1117
Ibid., vol. i, PP. 376-80.
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Arrowroot appears to have been a cash crop in St Vincent since
at least the first decade of the ,9th century,"" but the earliest
direct evidence I have for its exportation comes from the mid- to
late -182os (Table z) when the quantities involved would seem to
indicate that exports had started some years earlier. At any
rate, by the late i82os, arrowroot was receiving the same price per
pound as the island's other minor exports"" and was being taxed
at the same rate to provide revenue for the island's administration. 12o Arrowroot exports continued to rise and by the end of
the Apprenticeship, St Vincent was a leading West Indian exporter (Tables i and 2); by this period, however, plantations were
somewhat involved in its commercial production (see Section
VII).
Jamaica
The information for Jamaica is similar to that reviewed above.
During the first two decades of the igth century, while the
island's export market was increasing, I have little evidence to
indicate that plantations were directly involved in the commercial
production of arrowroot. Thomas Roughley, a Jamaican planter,
recommended that, in addition to various food crops, estates
should plant `in a spot contiguous to the kitchen garden ... a
variety of indigenous medicinal plants, shrubs, and herbs .. .
which are; simple -and efficacious in many disorders- -.. ' One of
the plants he recommends is arrowroot, and it seems clear from
his discussion that he is not thinking of it primarily, if at all,
as a cash crop. 121 Another Jamaican planter, discussing minor cash
crops such as ginger, turmeric, cotton, etc., implies that his
discussion relates to plantation production, but of arrowroot he
writes, `the greater part of what is raised is for home consumption,
!18 This is suggested, but not explicitly stated, in L. Guilding, An
Account of the Botanic Garden in. . . St Vincent (Glasgow, 1825), pp.
29, 32, 33-47. However, it does not appear to have been exported at this
early period, and seems to have been of limited commercial value for
plantations at least. For example, claims made on Parliament by
Vincentian planters for crop losses resulting from an 1812 volcanic
eruption do not mention arrowroot but only sugar, cocoa, etc. (Report
of Committee on Petition of Persons Interested in Estates on the Island of
St Vincent, P.P., 1812-13, vol. 3, Paper 182).

als Blue Book, r8z8.
120 C. Shephard, An Historical Account of the Island of St Vincent
(London, 3833), p. xxxviii.
121 Op. cit., pp. 416-19.
May , 1971
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it being a most useful article in the plantation hospitals ....'122
However, it does not seem unreasonable to assume that by the
182os Jamaican starch exports included the contributions of
plantations. Clearer evidence for this dates from the Apprenticeship period when more Jamaican plantations seem to have been
involved in commercial production.
In' 1837, William Lloyd visited Happy Grove, a plantation in
St Thomas in the East, where `the resident proprietor ... is noted
for his excellent manufacture of starch,' a product he disposed of
on the market. l23 Lloyd had accompanied Thomas Harvey on this
visit; in discussing labour altercations before a stipen ary
magistrate, the plantation owner reported that apprentices had
been working under a task system of reaping arrowroot `for the
last fifteen years' .124 Thus, on this plantation, at least, commercial
production had been going on for some time, perhaps as early as
the 18zos. However, Harvey commented:
The cultivation on this estate [Happy Grove]-... is the first instance
of that article [arrowroot], being grown and manufactured on a large
scale, that has come under our notice in the West Indies. It is usually
grown by the apprentices, the free settlers, or the maroons. The experiment of employing a considerable capital and superior skill -upon--its---production and preparation, has in this instance been a profitable
one.125

That more Jamaican plantations were growing arrowroot commercially during the Apprenticeship is indicated by a planter -who,--in reviewing the economic state of the island, commented that
`the ginger, arrowroot, and coffee plantations, are as flourishing as
ever they were known to be.' 126 It is more firmly established by
evidence found in the appendix to an 1839 Jamaica almanac.121
This appendix itemizes plantation tasks (and commensurate
wages) to be performed by apprentices during a nine-hour working
day; this scale had been worked out in late 1836 and early 1837
by planter committees in each parish. Each parish is separately
reviewed and of the twenty considered, arrowroot is mentioned for
three: St Thomas in the Vale (but only the `upper districts'),
122

J. Stewart, A View of the Past..., pp. 69-70.

123 Letters from the West Indies During a Visit in the Autumn of 1836 and
the Spring of 1837 (London,C?i83j, p. 189.
125 Ibid., p. 295; my emphasis.
1124 Sturge and Harvey, pp. 304-6.
126 Anon., Jamaica Under the Apprenticeship System (London, 2838), p. cxv.
127 `Scale of Labour: Agreed to by the Proprietors and Other Inhabitants
of the Several Parishes.. .', in R. A. Sherlock, The Jamaica Almanack
"or the Year 1839 (Kingston, Jamaica,E18381
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St Thomas in the East (only the Manchioneal district) and Portland. In the `upper districts' of St Thomas in the Vale (which are
clearly distinguished from the parish's `sugar properties' in the
more level areas) `the chief productions are coffee, pimento, ginger,
arrowroot ...'. In the Manchioneal district of St Thomas in the
East (the area in which Harvey had visited Happy Grove plantation) it is noted that there are only sugar plantations except for
`one or two settlements where arrowroot is made'. But the task
itemization for Portland is the most comprehensive and includes
a detailed list of cultivation, - as well as - starch manufacture,
procedures. From the foregoing I infer that commercial plantation
production of arrowroot was largely concentrated in Portland and
parts of St Thomas in the Vale and that it was a major crop on at
least some of the plantations in these two parishes; furthermore,
one can assume that these production activities antedated 1834, but
by how many years and to what extent it is difficult to say.128
One might also infer that small-scale production was prominent in
these areas. Although I have little direct evidence for this, the
economy of these parishes, in general, depended to a considerable
degree on the small-scale production of provision crops for the
market and minor export staples. 12s At any rate, the evidence
for commercial plantation production of arrowroot by the
Emancipation-Apprenticeship period is clear enough, ' and the
evidence for small -unit production is equally unequivocal.
Bernard Senior, who lived in Jamaica for `nearly twenty years
... since the year 1815' specifically noted that `the arrowroot
[is] mostly manufactured on small settlements by people of
colour' and that the starch was employed locally as well as prepared for export. 130 Thomas Harvey, as noted above, expressed
surprise at finding a plantation growing arrowroot on `a large
scale', commenting that `it is usually grown by the apprentices,
the free settlers, or the maroons.' 131 In 1840, John Candler
described his visit to
Charlestown, a large town of Maroons, the registered number being
128 `By the end of slavery the-more difficult and more expensive cultivation of the cane in the mountain areas was being given up, and these
parts were now supporting, chiefly, crops of coffee, some of the lesser
export staples such as pimento and ginger, and provisions for the island
markets' (D. G. Hall, `The Apprenticeship Period in Jamaica, 18 34s838', Caribbean Quarterly, vol. 3, 1953, p. 6).
129 P. D. Curtin, Two Jamaicas: The Role of Ideas in a Tropical Colony,
i83o-1865 (Cambridge, Mass., 1 955), PP. Iao—ii.
13' Sturge and Harvey, p. 295.
130 Op. cit., pp. v, 56-7.
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the entire persons
settlement about 6o0 . ... .The --grosvth and
365,
manufacture of arrowroot is gaining ground among them; they make
in this village about 7,000 lbs. weight annually.132

relied to a considerable degree on what they themselves grew on
the often agriculturally marginal and remote mountainous plots
allotted them by plantation managements.135 In the Leewards,
plantations would grow provisions, but there was a much greater
dependence upon imports—a distinction between `home-fed' and
`foreign-fed colonies' made by James Stephen in his classic and
impressive study of West Indian slavery. l36 Barbados, he writes,
`is of a middle character', an observation that can be generally
supported by numerous other sources that need not be detailed
here. In Barbados, slave foods were not only imported, but also
grown on plantation lands; certain fields were planted in crops
such as yams and corn, and these would be worked collectively by
slave gangs as part of normal work demands. The produce of this
acreage would then be distributed at intervals to each slave or
slave household.
Regardless of the degree of dependence upon external and
plantation-grown foods, in the `foreign-fed colonies' and Barbados,
slaves were often allotted small plots, either adjacent to their
houses or on other plantation areas where the location would vary
according to local conditions. 137 On these plots, as on provision
grounds in Jamaica and- the- Windwards, slaves could generally
choose the crops they wished to grow.
Farming activities were the best means by which most slaves,
and, later, low-paid apprentices, could acquire cash. Although
much of the produce they sold or exchanged comprised surplus
foodstuffs for insular consumption, they would also grow items
that were, more strictly speaking, cash crops, i.e. specifically raised
for the market. With the increased use of arrowroot in the West
Indies by the late 18th century (see Section Iv) it is easy to see
how it became a cash crop, and its subsequent development as an

Finally, Curtin, generalizing on the Jamaican economy prior to
Emancipation, notes how `minor staples', including arrowroot
`could be grown as a sideline for a sugar or coffee plantation, by
small settlers, or even in the slaves' provision grounds."33
Thus, by the Emancipation-Apprenticeship period, it appears
that a significant number of Jamaica's arrowroot producers were
small-scale agriculturalists many of whom, ' it must be assumed,
were at one time slaves. The starch was not only involved in the
island's internal marketing system but also was an export commodity. Mintz and Hall summarize the Jamaican marketing
situation as follows:
Our continuing emphasis upon the slaves' role in supplying and maintaining the internal markets ... should not obscure another aspect of
the economy as it was constituted under slavery. At the end of the i 8th
century, Jamaica's major exports.. . were typical plantation products
.... But other, items also reached foreign markets, and quantities of these
were derived from slave holdings; that is, they were produced on estate
backlands by the slaves. Here may be mentioned gums, arrowroot,

castor oil, turmeric .... These items were exported through a growing
class of small merchants resident in towns and doing their business in
conjunction with local markets.... Large quantities of imported goods
consumed by the slaves passed through the hands of local importers,
the largest traffic being in clothes, household wares, and other items of
comfort and convenience, not provided by--the--estate owners

The small-scale producer: general comments
The outline of Jamaican production and distribution patterns can
be applied to other arrowroot-producing islands during the preEmancipation decades of the igth century. Slave production on
small land units and slave markets are very large topics, requiring
specialized attention, that cannot be treated in any detail here;
yet, it must be noted that the wider socio-economic context of
arrowroot production lies within the obvious problem of feeding
the slaves and their own efforts to acquire goods and foods not
obtainable, or only in very small supply, from the plantations
themselves. The acquisition of provisions followed, generally
speaking, different lines in various territories; in Jamaica and,
the Windwards, although foods were sometimes imported, slaves
132

Extracts from the ,7ournal of John Candler, Whilst Travelling in ,Jamaica

(London, 1840-a), part
" Op. cit., p. as.

2,

p. 13.
134 Op. cit., p. z; my emphasis.
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135 In St Vincent they were often given small `gardens' adjacent to their
houses as well as `provision grounds' located further away, and a similar
arrangement existed in Jamaica (Carmichael, vol. r, pp. x35-7; Mintz
and Hall, p. 7).
136 The Slavery of the British West India Colonies (London, 1824-30),
vol. 2, p. z6s; see also Goveia, p. 136; Mintz and Hall, pp. 3-4, io.
137 For the Leewards, see Goveia, pp. 136-7. In Barbados, there were
two types of slave garden. One was a sub-division or plot in a special
field that was set aside by the plantation specifically for slave use; this
field was distinguished from other plantation fields upon which food
crops were planted, and was sometimes referred to as the `Negro ground'.
The other type of garden was adjacent to, or surrounding individual
slave houses. On some plantations both types of garden existed.
May, 1 97 r
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export commodity undoubtedly further stimulated its production
by slaves.
For various ecological and socio-legal reasons, they were often
prohibited from growing more traditional plantation cash crops,
and turned to those items for which there was not only a market
but upon which minimal restraints to cultivation operated. James
Stephen suggests this point while emphatically challenging proslavery assertions about the degree to which slaves could exercise
choice in growing cash crops:
The [planters'] general maxim is, that whatever articles the planters may
raise for profit, slaves shall not be suffered, in the same island, to raise
or possess at all .... Accordingly, in colonies wherein the planters
cultivate nothing but the sugar-cane, slaves are not restricted from
raising or possessing any other species of produce than sugar, molasses,
or rum, or other exportable articles, as their petty allotments of ground
will yield, and carry it to town for sale.' 38

An argument such as Stephen's helps to account for the prominence of slaves as arrowroot growers. This prominence is
supported by the previous evidence which points to the extremely
restricted commercial production of arrowroot by 'West Indian
plantations; that is, they were not, by and large, interested in it
as a cash crop.
It can be assumed, _ since there is no evide^aceis k^e. ^Qt?traxy_...........
and much to suggest it, that where arrowroot was produced it was
redistributed in slave markets by processes similar
ilar
to those in
JJamaica as outlined above by Mintz and Hall. Furth
Furthermore, the
essential features of slave marketing (and production) continued
through Apprenticeship.
In all territories the slave or `Sunday' market was a fundamental social and economic institution, and was the major device
through which slave produce was distributed and exchanged for
other foods, goods, or cash. - It is unnecessary here to provide
extensive documentation on the nature and extent of these
markets; the contemporary literature, including laws, abounds
with references to them and occasional fairly detailed descriptions,
Mintz and Hall discuss those in Jamaica and their importance
to the island's internal marketing system in general, and, as
suggested above, these reflect the general outline in other areas.
For example, George Pinckard's observations in Barbados are
similar to those of many other persons, both pro- and anti-slavery,

who visited or reported on the island in the late 18th century
and first few decades of the zgth:
Independent of their own p rovisions,_: either raised or purchased, each
!

Negro has his weekly allowance issued to him, every Sunday, from the
estate; and hence they are at liberty to take the whole of their own
private stock to market, and to procure whatever additional comforts
they prefer with the money it produces; and perhaps it will seem
strange to you when I tell you that the markets of the island depend
almost wholly upon this mode of supply. They are all held weekly, and
upon the Sunday; that being the day when the Negroes are free from
labour.iss

}
I

These markets, although later prohibited from being held on
Sunday, were similar in their basic patterns to those in other
islands.
O W
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1311 Op. cit., vol. i, pp. 298-9.
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After Apprenticeship, as estate labourers supplemented wages
with farming on their small tenantries or bought land, and as free
peasantries evolved, arrowroot production can be rapidly sketched.
For purposes of this pap er, it is unnecessary to treat the wider
context within which small-scale agriculture developed and"
functioned, issues that have been discussed by, for example,
Hall140 and Marshall,141 but simply to establish the continuities
with the pre-1838-period.
In his discussion of Barbadian small holdings and their role in
supplying local markets, Davy, who was stationed on the island for
a few years from the middle of 1845, reported the cultivation 'of
almost all the different vegetables which are [in] request in the
island—the sugar cane, yam, [etc.] ...and in some parts of the
island [largely the Scotland District] in addition the cotton plant,
ginger, arrowroot and the aloe.' He lists Barbados' exports of
arrowroot, ginger, cotton, aloes and sugar, 'all but the sugar, the
produce of small portions of land.' 142 By this period, arrowroot
exports had dropped considerably from what they were at
Emancipation-Apprenticeship (see Tables I and a), but nonetheless had risen in importance when compared with the value of
other minor exports (Table 3); Schomburgk even included arrow43
root as one of 'the chief staple articles produced...for export'.'43
139 Notes on the West Indies (London,r8o6),vol.i, pp. 369-70;myemphasis.
140 Free Jamaica, 1838-1865 (New Haven, 1 959)
142 Op. Cit., p. 149.
141 `Peasant Development ...'.
143 Op. cit., p. 153.
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For Antigua's planters, `latterly ... all but the sugar cane have
been given up.' The island's former slaves were buying more
land, but it was the `poorer lands [that] were commonly sold
to them.' 144 It seems that such holdings were largely, if not
entirely, responsible for Antigua's arrowroot exports during the
184os. At present I have no direct information (lacking access to
the Blue Books) that the island was exporting arrowroot during
this period, but it is hard to believe that these exports suddenly
ceased after 1840 (Table i) and recommenced in 1851 when
arrowroot was recorded as one of the island's `principal exportable
products'.145
St Vincent was the West Indies' leading exporter in the late
184os (Table z), but arrowroot starch accounted for only abou
six per cent of the value of total exports —despite its very important
ition as a minor staple (Table 3). In the late 184os, Davy
position
reported `now the cultivation of the [arrowroot] is second only in
importance to that of the previously exclusive cane, and has even

exporting over a million lbs, and by which period peasants were
again largely responsible for its production.15o
By the early z8gos, Jamaican plantations_.. occasionally became
isi but it was coninvolved in growing arrowroot commercially,
sidered as `a favourite settlers' crop'. 1 52 And contemporary sources
generally only mention arrowroot while discussing Jamaican small
producers and place it within the specific context of cash crops.153
Clearly, all three types of Jamaican small producers—labourers,
peasants, small farmers 154-were involved in arrowroot production, a pattern which became more firmly fixed as the years went
by. In the late i86os, Hall Pringle, for example, wrote that
arrowroot cultivation is `exclusively carried on by the black and
coloured population ... . 2155
the
Thus, by the 185os, although arrowroot starch was, with th
exception of St Vincent, a very minor staple, it was produced in
a number of territories and was exported from, at least, Dominica,
Barbados, Jamaica, Montserrat, St Vincent (Table 2),156
Antigua,157 Nevis, and St Kitts? 58 At this period, plantations,
especially in St Vincent, certainly had a role in production for the
export market, but it is evident that arrowroot was primarily a
non-estate crop, as it1iaVbeen since the time of "Emancipation`
and even before.

been introduced on one or more of the larger estates.' 146 More

relevant to the aims of this section is that the emphasis placed
upon arrowroot by small producers in pre-Apprentice times
accelerated under freedom on both purchased and rented` lands:
`It is believed,' Davy wrote, `that there are now not less than from
ten to twelve thousand acres under cultivation in [arrowroot] and
for growing provisions.' 147 Writing about `smaller holding', he
reported, `No sugar is obtained from them as in Barbados; provisions and arrowroot are their principal
produce; the former for
p
P P
the subsistence of the proprietors and their families, and for sale
in the island; the latter for exportation.' i48A few years after Davy's visit to St Vincent, more plantations
bbecame involved in arrowroot production. Yet small-scale
producers accounted for one-fourth of the value of the island's
arrowroot exports in 1849; in that year, excluding sugar and its
by-products, starch exports_ were valued at 1o,867, cotton at
33 8 and `other commodities' at 8i 9 149 Arrowroot was clearlyy
the major cash crop of small-scale agriculturalists, a role it continued to have through the 185os when the island was annually
144 Dan, PP• 397-8
397-8•
X45R
R.
PP.
A Statistical Account of the West India Islands (New
' R 5 8 55), P . 43.
146 Op. cit., pp. 187-8; my emphasis. See also Day, vol. i, P. 77.
Op. cit., pp. 282-3.
ias Ibid.,587-8.
pp.7
'4s John Candler's West Indies Journal, p. 58.
__
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loo ^• G. Sewell, The Ordeal of Free Labour in the British West Indies
(New York, 1861), pp. 79-81; Marshall, `Peasant Development..
p. 15'7.
151 Hall describes how, when coffee prices dropped, estates specializing
in that crop and located in mountainous areas, would either sell out or
switch to cultivating `other minor exports', including arrowroot (Free
152 Cuca ... , p. 185).
Curtin, p. i 27.
155 E.g• T. H. Milner, The Present and Future State of Jamaica Considered
(London, 18 39), PP• 3 1-2; P. Gosse, A Naturalist's Sojourn inJamaica
(London, 1851), pp. 252-3; J. Candler, 'A Good Friend in Our Midst,
i80', Jamaican Historical Review, vol. 3, 1 959, Ph . 9- 50, 53; McCulloch,
A Dictionary, Geographical..., vol. z, p. 70; Sewell, pp. 248-9.
154 Hall, Free Jamaica, p. 181; cf. pp. 171, 189, 292-3.
don, 869), P. 35;
anters Jamaica (London,
The Fall the Sugar Planters
and Religious Con- dies: Their
Indies:
derhill, The
so E. B. Underhill,
also
dition (London, 1862), PP• 394, 416-17.
156 Also Fisher, pp. 37, 4 2, 43.
isa Ibid., P. 43.
158 Sewell, pp. 161, 163. In St Kitts, `potatoes and arrowroot are extensively cultivated,' but no further details are given (ibid.).
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requiring a large labour force, and, on the other hand, a slave
system necessitating that the forced labourers be nourished.
Resolution of this problem, as discussed _in. Section vi, ranged
from the importation of foods, to the plantations' own production
of subsistence crops, to allotting slaves small land units upon which
they raised their own foods. These approaches were not mutually
exclusive and could be combined to varying degrees in the same
island. But even in Barbados and the Leewards, where importations and plantation food production were emphasized, slaves
often had. small plots upon which they were able to cultivate, to
some extent, the crops of their choice.
Regardless of the food provisioning system prevailing in any
given island, and whatever role the plantation-slave system had in
destroying white peasantries, 160 it certainly created the conditions
under which the seeds for a black peasantry (and other types of
small-scale agriculturalists) were planted. Recently, Marshall has
discussed the processes by which post-1838 peasants (and others)
acquired their own lands and the problems they faced in coinpetition with the plantations. His summary dismissal of continuities between the pre- and post-Apprenticeship periods, is
misleading, however: °–

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described the ways in which a plant first utilized
by Amerindians was adopted __ by Europeans and later grown
commercially by persons of African descent. 17th-century
Europeans employed arrowroot for purposes similar to those
observed among the Island Caribs, but ultimately the starch was
largely used for medically-related purposes that required easily
digestible foods. Arrowroot starch was recommended in the diets
of the sick, particularly those suffering from dysentery, diarrhoea
and similar ailments, the elderly, and infants; such applications
provided the basis for the development of an external consumer
market. This consumer market, in turn, stimulated an increase in
production in the West Indies. As the export market increased,
more slaves grew arrowroot as an exchange or cash crop on the
small land units allotted them by plantations for the cultivation
of subsistence crops. Slaves had consumption needs for household
wares, foods, clothing, jewellery, which were inadequately satisfied
by the plantations, and some of these needs could be met through
the sale or exchange of goods they themselves produced-; arrowroot was but one of the commodities that had market value for
them.
Arrowroot was well adapted to conditions of slave production.
r
As a botanically hardy plant, it could be grown un er a varl
soil and topographical conditions and could be cultivated on
marginal lands. It required little care during the year, thus being
consonant with the limited time slaves -had-to work their own
plots (as well as releasing them for other activities). The plant did
not, by and large, compete with plantation commercial crops,
thus posing little economic threat to plantations. The technology
required for starch manufacture was simple, did not involve
much, if any, expense, and was based upon existing manioc
techniques. Finally, the slave market provided an organized
system through which starch could be disposed of on local and
external markets.
It was within the context of the plantation-slave system, as
Mintz and Hall concluded for Jamaica, `that both the peasant
economy and its marketing pattern originated.' 159 The conditions
that permitted such developments in the West Indies in general ^
derived from the antithesis between, on the one hand, a plantation
system producing staples for profit in a market economy and
150 Op.. cit., P. 24.

The only tenuous link ...that can be established between the present-

day peasantry and the pre-1838 period is in the activity of the slaves
as producers of most of their own food, _and even of surpluses, on land
granted them by their owners. In this role the slaves were partly peasant
cultivators .... But of course they neither controlled the, land nor their
own time and labour.161

Mintz has stated the case more positively when, in discussing the
`rise of Caribbean peasantries' and the contexts in which they
developed, he distinguishes between three types, one of which
was—for lack of a better term—the 'proto-peasantry' which evolved
under slavery, because of the particular circumstances which permitted or compelled the slaves to grow much of their own food, to
produce many of their own necessities and, very importantly, to sell
their surpluses and dispose more or less freely of their profits.'°2

I
'

The characteristics a population should have before it can be
defined as a peasantry is an issue upon which there is not overwhelming agreement in the social-anthropological literature. But
there is reasonable consensus that simple technologies, limited
capital, small land units, production for household consumption
166 Mintz; cf. note 102.
161 'Peasant Development.
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and a market economy are fundamental characteristics; when one

adds production of crops such as arrowroot, that were not food
items per se, were grown specifically for the market, and were
cultivated in islands where slaves were not `compelled ... to
grow much of their own food', the links between pre- and post1838 appear strong rather than `tenuous'.
In the behavioural complex, then, of small-scale commercial
agricultural systems there were definite and important continuities between the pre- and post-Emancipation periods, and the
evidence in this paper suggests that fundamental characteristics
of post-Emancipation peasantries were established within the
context of the plantation-slave system.
I feel such issues are important not only in interpreting the
forces that stimulated peasant production and marketing, but for
the wider historical problem of how, and which, creole sociocultural patterns were established during the period of slavery,
This study of arrowroot, as well as those of pottery in Barbados,
the internal marketing system in Jamaica, and Caribbean fishermen 163 make plain that despite major changes brought in the wake
of Emancipation, some fundamental features of post-Emancipation cultural complexes were created within and by the plantationslave system. Edward Brathwaite, writing in a different context,
has nonetheless succinctly stated the problem when he writes
defined, inn
` In the same way that West,.. Indian:;culturemu3t
terms of the process of creolization, so too must this creolization
be understood against its background of slavery.'164
An examination of creolization, especially as it is manifest in
the behaviour of the ancestors of the West Indian masses (whose
cultural life historical studies have largely ignored) 165 raises the
methodological issue of which approaches can be taken to the
study of the social and cultural life of slaves,
As indicated in the introduction to this paper, one approach
involves focusing upon the life of a slave population in a given
society and describing it in terms of the ethnographic categories
yielded by the sources. This approach requires a research commitment that few scholars will have the resources and time to make,
A complementary approach involves the study of selected cultural

IX

be

1163 Handler, `A Historical Sketch of Pottery Manufacture ...'; Mintz
and Hall; Price.
164 `Caribbean Critics', New World Quarterly, vol. 5, 1969, p. 7.
ls5 And, it might be argued, in whose life much of what is genuinely
West Indian, or creole, can be found.
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complexes or traits with data derived from one societyl ss or a
number of related onesas' Information on various dimensions of
slave life, as contrasted with information about the, structure and
institutional organization of the slave society itself, is never
abundant and is often only found with a great deal of searching.
Nevertheless, one can suggest topics such as the following for
possible future research efforts: kinship, mating, and the household; music and dance; religious and magical beliefs and practices;
funerary practices; gardening and marketing techniques; child
rearing and infant care; crafts and trades; ethnobotany and culinary
practices; legends and proverbs; adjustments to and reactions
against authority systems, etc.
Intensive studies on such topics will help provide a greater
corpus of knowledge concerning slave cultures, and permit insights into the process of creolization as well as the extent and ways
in which the slave-plantation system provided the basis for postEmancipation cultural patterns. In addition, such studies can serve
as effective empirical base-lines from which to investigate the
influence that African cultural traditions had upon the formation
of slave and creole cultures.
APPENDIX

PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY AND PROCEDURES

The following sketch of arrowroot cultivation and starch conversion
techniques delineates procedures following during the first four or five
decades of the s9th century,
y,
suggests
ggests the lines along
alon which arrowroot
technology developed. This discussion is based upon brief descriptive
statements and inferences made from a handful of sources that mention
early technology and procedures; it is supplemented by modern sources
when they help clarify what may have been early practices, and my own
research among small producers in the Scotland District of Barbados.
Planting and harvesting
If new land such as woodland or pasturage was to be planted in arrowroot, the ground was first prepared, and then either holes or drills were
constructed into which root cuttings would be dropped. iss `They yield
a perpetual annual crop, by leaving some of the fibrous stalks in the
ground ... in a reclining way, with a small part of the stem above
iss E.g. Mintz and Hall; Handler, `A Historical Sketch of Pottery
Manufacture ...'.
187 E.g. Price.
ls$ Roughley, p. 417; `Scale of Labour...' in Sherlock; Newton Estate
Papers 523/rso.
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If a field was to be ratooned (a common modern practice
ground.
that is suggested
in some earlyy sources),17 0 root cuttings or shoots would
gg
have been left in the ground during harvesting. In such cases, harvesting
and planting may have been performed in a continuous process, as in
Barbados and St Vincent171 in more recent times.
Bernard Senior, who lived in Jamaica from 1825 to the early i83os,
reported that planting would take place `at almost any period from spring
to autumn, provided the weather be not decidedly dry." 72 However, in
ratooning, planting usually took place at the beginning of the calendar
year, soon after harvesting. Senior also reported intercropping: 'The
[arrowroot] plants are usually placed at from three to six feet asunder,
in rows, with peas or beans between each plant, which come out long
before the arrowroot is ready; thus allowing it room to spread after its
neighbour is removed.'173
While growing, the plant could be regularly weeded 174 or, probably in
many cases, not carefully weeded at all; at any rate after the early phases
of plant growth, weeds were shaded out making extensive weeding unnecessary.175
The rhizomes were harvested (undoubtedly with a hoe) once a year,
usually in January or February, when the plant was about ten months
to a year olda's

Browne simply noted that the roots were washed and `pounded fine',179
implying the use ofa mortar. Titford and Porter also mentioned wooden
mortars.18° The use of mortars and, one can assume, pestles, in some
areas may have derived from techniques employed in manioc preparation.1" Although later largely supplanted by more elaborate devices, the
mortar and pestle -endured for a long time; in how many arrowroot
producing areas and with what intensity is difficult to say, but in 1961-2
I observed these items in a Barbadian village. Although no longer employed at this time, older informants reported that in former years they
were the only tools used in starch manufacture.
In addition, various types of non-mechanical and mechanical graters
were employed; these also apparently derived from those used in manioc
preparation. In St Vincent, in the early 182os, Mrs Carmichael reported
that arrowroot was `prepared, nearly in the same way as the starch, from
the root of the manioc.' l82 She does not describe these techniques, but
her discussion of manioc notes that: `After being drawn out of the
ground, it is scraped clean and washed, then grated; for which process
the Negroes have graters of a large size." 83 Wooden mortars and pestles
were used by slaves in the preparation of foods other than cassava and
arrowroot.184 Davy's description of St Vincent in the 1840s is similar;
when the starch was made `by the labourers on a small scale, it is prepared
much in the same manner as potatoe starch in [England] for domestic
use, the onlyy implements mortars are a not used
and wooden trough sand
trays. 185 He implies that mortars were not u, an inference that can
also be made from Senior's description of Jamaican techniques; after the
roots were washed, `Large tubs of clean water are then in readiness, and
immense tin graters. The arrow-root is now, without delay, grated into
the tubs of water, for it must not be dug until all is prepared for the
process."86 These-authors--give no details on the-graters--they---mention, --- but they do not seem to have been mechanical ones.
However, mechanical rotary graters, which were able to process more
roots in less time, were also employed, and these appear to have been
derived from similar devices used earlier in manioc. Reporting on a visit
to a St Vincent arrowroot plantation in 1847, D Jy wrote: `The root. . . is
I
first ground by a wheel, moved with a treadle by the foot, like that of a
knife grinder." $' This device resembles one described two centuries earlier
for the processing of manioc in Barbados; after the manioc was dug and
washed, the root was put

Crushing and grating

gted by
Son after harvesting
( off;gg
y
pthey
were--(ass
we eed as ed
scraped
tomes
and g,scaly
then washed preparatory to being crushed or grated, 17 although scraping
and peeling may have been omitted in cases where mechanical graters
were employed (see below).
In Jamaica, William Wright reported that after bein g washed the
roots were `then beaten in large deep wooden mortars to a pulp .
lea Roughley, pp. 417-18; cf. W. Wright, p. 225.
'Scale of Labour ...'; Roughley, p. 417•
171 Handler, `The History of Arrowroot Production.. .', p. 134; G.
Wright, p. 166.
173 Ibid., p. 55.
172 op. cit., p. 55.
`Scale
of
Labour.
418;
Roughley,
1 74
P.
175 Cf. G. Wright, p. i65; Kempton, p. 168.
176 Barham, p. 6; Hughes, p. 222; McCulloch, A Dictionary, Practical,
Theoretical.. . , vol. i, p. 5i; Newton Estate Papers 523/220 and
W. Wright,
7;
g , P. 225.
5•
, p. 167;
^ ; Tho
523 z'' ; Rou ghle Y^ pp. 4z 7 — r 8mson,
It is very difficult to ascertain rhizome yields per land unit at this
period. I have no contemporary evidence upon which to base estimates,
but in recent times in St Vincent `poor peasant land' yielded roughly
between 7,009 and 20,000 lbs per acre (Raymond and Squires, p. 184);
one might reasonably assume that early and mid-,9th-century yields
would have been no more, and probably much less.
17 Carmichael, vol. x, p. 165; Senior, p. 56; `Scale of Labour.. .';
Titford; W. Wright, pp,. 224-5.
178 Ibid., pp. 22445,
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against a wheel, whose sole is about a foot broad, and covered with
latine ` [i.e. latten] made rough like a large grater. The wheel to be
turned about with a foot, as a cutler turns his wheel. And as it grates
the root, it falls down in a large trough, which is the receiver appointed
for that purpose.188
179 Op. cit., pp. 222-23.
180 Op. cit.; op. cit., p. 242.
ia' For example, Sturtevant, p. 182.
182 Op. cit., vol. i, pp. 177-8.
Is3 Ibid., vol. i, p. i65.
1$4 Ibid., vol. I, p. 230.
185 Op. cit.,-p. 188.
186 Op. cit., p. 56. _
187 Op. cit., vol. Y, p. 77.
188 Richard Ligon, A True and Exact History of the Island of Barbados
(London, 16 57), P . 29.
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Also rotary graters, with crank-handles on either side, were devised so
that manual power could be applied. It is difficult to say when and
where this modification occurred, but such a device was employed in
Barbados in the early 19305 when arrowroot was a major cash crop
among small producers in some parts of the Scotland District. 189
Barbadian informants reported that their arrowroot `machine was introduced from St Vincent in the late 19th century or early loth. However,
it appears to have some antiquity in manioc processing and may have
been adapted to arrowroot at an early date. In the French islands during
the [7th century
the [manioc] roots were pulped on graters of pierced copper a foot and
a half long and eight or ten inches broad, attached to a board, with the
lower end resting in a vessel. An improved tool was also in use: a large
wheel with the grater on the circumference, crank-turned by two Negro
identical rotary grater
al
slaves while a third applied the roots (an almost

d•

was also replacing the manual grater in Brazil by i 648, among those
who could afford it).180
In 1836, an undescribed `hand mill' whose operation required five
persons, including `feeder, washers of flour, etc'. was being used on
Jamaican arrowroot plantations in, at least, Portland parish. lol This hand
mill might have been very similar to one employed in Bermuda in the
early 184os; there `the roots were grated against a hand-operated wheel,
the circumference of which was sheathed with a grating surface of punctured "tinned iron".' 192 A further clue to what the Jamaican hanct mill-might have looked like derives from descriptions of early manioc technology. William Hughes, a Royal Navy medical doctor, visited a number
of the English colonies in the West Indies in the 17th century, but seems
to have made his most extensive observations4n--Jarnaiea --Irt ris eserip--- m
tion of manioc grating he notes that after it is harvested and cleaned
they have a wooden wheel made to turn as our grinding-stones are.
This wheel is athwart the circumference, about a foot broad, upon--which is made fast a piece of tyn [sic] or iron, full of holes, as our
graters are, upon which one holding the root, and another turning the
wheel, they grate it small, there being a trough put under the wheel
whereinto it falleth.' 93
Another indication comes from a report given by a visitor to Antigua
in 1791; she recorded that arrowroot `when pulverized, is white and
resembles fine starch or hair-powder', implying the use of a mortar.
But her brief description of manioc techniques suggests that these
could easily have been later adapted to arrowroot: `The Negroes ...
iss For a description of this rotary grater, see Handler, `The History of
Arrowroot Production ...', pp. 334-5•
190 Sturtevant, p. 181; my emphasis.
1192 Sturtevant, p. 188.
191 `Scale of Labour ...'.
193 The

American Physitian: Or, a Treatise of the Roots, Plants, Trees,
Shrubs ... Growing in the English Plantations in America (London, 1672),

Pp . 91-2.
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prepare it themselves, which is done by means of a wooden engine,
extremely simple in construction, and managed by a wheel, .. , the
manioc root [is] thoroughly peeled, washed, rasped and pulverized till it
is reduced to the consistence of saw dust ...'.194
In general, the manufacture of cassava starch and its wide-spread
utilization as a food by non-Amerindians195 long antedated- similar
exploitation of arrowroot. Cassava was used with such frequency,
especially by European colonists, in the 17th century, that it can be
assumed they adopted mechanical rotary graters because they were more
efficient than the simple graters utilized by Amerindians in manioc
preparation. 196 And it is likely that such 17th-and 18th-century rotary
graters were later adapted to arrowroot as manufacture of that starch
increased with the export market; at any rate, the resemblance between
early manioc rotary graters and the ones later employed in arrowroot is
too great to be fortuitous, especially when both plants were used in the
same islands and considering the more extensive and earlier use of
manioc.
Apart from hand and foot operated rotary graters, other sources of
energy were applied in mills. Although hand mills were used in Jamaica's
Portland parish by 1836, water mills were also employed in the same
parish at this time.197 This is the earliest evidence I have for the use of
water mills in arrowroot starch manufacture, but I have no idea to what
extent they were utilized in Jamaica. 198 Water mills were also reported
in the 184os in St Vincent: in contrast to small-scale production `on a
larger scale, as on the estates of the proprietors, the crushing of the root
and the reducing it to a pulp, is effected by a simple and cheap machinery
(a wheel and rollers) worked by water. "° 9 Because water wheels would
have been sizeable and relatively complex machines requiring comparatively large caPital-expenditure,,it- can be-assumed.-that in -areas- such as
Jamaica and- St Vincent they were only employed for large-scale production and not by small producers; the latter probably relied largely, if not
entirely, upon the various types of graters discussed above.
--Vet in the t88os, small windmills were
some small-scale
used by

194 Riddell, p. 93•
195 Sturtevant, pp.

181-2; J. S. Handler, `Aspects of Amerindian Ethnography in 17th century Barbados', Caribbean Studies, vol. 9, 1970, pp.
61-4.
iss See Sturtevant, pp. 179-8o, for a description of these.
197 `Scale of Labour ...'.
198 On a visit in 1837 to a Jamaican plantation that produced arrowroot
commercially, Lloyd reported that the `root is crushed into a pulp at a
mill' (p. 189) but he does not describe this mill.
199 Davy, p. x88. Sturtevant (p. 188), using a source to which I have
not had access, reports that in St Vincent in 1845, the mill consisted
`of two pairs of brass rollers' but later in the 19th century `a rotating
cylinder set with saw blades replaced the brass rollers'; the latter device,
constructed out of a tree trunk section, was described for the island
in the 39208 when it was also recorded that `usually the motive power
[of arrowroot mills] is provided by a water wheel and the water is led to
the wheel by flumes constructed long ago' (G. Wright, p. 166).
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large tubs of clean water .... When a sufficient quantity
q
ty ' grated,
the whole mass is well stirred up together, pressed through a _ sieve
into a clean empty tub, and allowed to stand, for a night, the refuse
being retained in the sieve .... By the following morning the arrowroot becomes a sediment at the bottom of the tub, when the water is
carefully poured off, fresh water put in, well stirred about, and allowe
llowed
to stand. This operation is performed three or four times. When
sufficiently cleansed, the arrow-root is well dried in the sun, on clean
table-cloths. , , ,zos
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following lines; in the 1
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potato, but which earlier
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water
manufacture .
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